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PRESENTATION
Casa de la India in Spain was established as a cultural foundation in 2003 by the Republic of India, Valladolid
City Council and the University of Valladolid. The building which houses the Foundation was inaugurated in
2006 in the calle Puente Colgante in Valladolid and this year, on the memorable date of the 11th of November
2011 (11/11/11), celebrated its fifth anniversary. This pioneering institution was created as a platform to promote
relations between the civil societies of Spain and India in cultural, academic, institutional and business areas,
and to raise awareness in Spain of the diversity of Indian contemporary culture and society. Thus, Casa de la
India is instrumental in facilitating a greater level of cooperation and exchange between the two countries.
India has a key role in the new world order of the 21st century as a great emerging power not only in terms
of its economic and geostrategic positioning but also for its cultural and knowledge potential. It is essential
that today’s and coming generations of young Spaniards are equipped to be able to actively deal with this
great country, to start new business ventures, innovate, and above all to understand the world and their place
in it given the context of an ever-more fragile and sensitive Europe, and are exposed to the socio-cultural
(ex)changes and global economic mechanisms which affect the whole world. Casa de la India hopes to serve as
a means of facilitating this knowledge and to furnish the information, communication and cooperation channels
necessary with India.
In order to achieve these aims and objectives Casa de la India relies on the support of the Foundation’s three
Patrons, the Republic of India through the Embassy of India in Spain, Valladolid City Council and the University
of Valladolid, and the invaluable collaboration of the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR). The Foundation
has once again received support from the Spanish Agency for International Cooperation and Development and
the Spain-India Council Foundation, as well as other public and private organisations.
This report offers a summary of the activities that Casa de la India has organised, managed and collaborated
in throughout 2011. In accordance with the aims of the Foundation, Casa de la India once again offered a full
agenda of activities in the following areas; institutional, cultural, educational, and cooperation and enterprise.
In the institutional area, Casa de la India celebrated the V anniversary of the opening of the centre and Indian
Council of Cultural Relations Director General Suresh Goel visited Valladolid to attend the celebrations. He was
able to see for himself how the promotion of India in Spain has intensified in the last five years through the
efforts of Casa de la India, in collaboration with national and international bodies and individuals whose aim is
to improve the cultural, economic and social relations between India, Spain and Europe.
In this year of commemorations, a historical milestone for the Foundation was the visit by H.M. Queen Sofia
of Spain to Casa de la India on the 27th of January 2011. After visiting the centre, Queen Sofia inaugurated
the ICCR produced exhibition "History in the Making: the Visual Archives of Kulwant Roy, 1930-1960". She was
accompanied during her visit by H.R.H. Princess Irene of Greece and President of the Council of Honour of Casa
de la India, Juan Vicente Herrera, President of the Regional Government of Castilla and León (Junta de Castilla y
León), Soraya Rodriguez, Spanish Secretary of State for International Cooperation, members of Casa de la India’s
Board of Trustees and other authorities.
In other areas - Casa de la India, base in Spain of the European network the EuroIndia Centre, was able to
consolidate relations with European institutions during the V EuroIndia City Summit held in Leuven, Belgium, in
October. Also worth mentioning is that Casa de la India’s active participation as a Board member of the SpainIndia Council Foundation has been instrumental in their presentation of a comprehensive programme of events
in 2011, including cultural and educational projects developed jointly with Casa de la India.
India’s presence in Spain, as well as Casa de la India’s activities, will be boosted by the launching of virtual
information and collaboration platform indianet.es. This joint initiative with the Embassy of India in Spain was
piloted in December.
The major event of this year’s cultural agenda was a special programme dedicated to Rabindranath Tagore
under the title Tagore Universe, in commemoration of the 150th birth anniversary of this universal humanist,
celebrated in cities around the world and also officially supported by UNESCO. Most of the cultural activities
of the year 2011, therefore, have been organized around the Tagore Universe framework, and have served to
celebrate and also re-discover the Bengali genius in all his facets, as a writer, educator, thinker, painter and
composer. The varied cultural and educational programme offered comprised workshops, lectures roundtables,
music and dance performances, film cycles and exhibitions.
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Coordinated by Casa de la India in collaboration with the Embassy of India in Spain and with the support of
institutions such as the Spain-India Council Foundation and the Spanish Agency for International Cooperation
for Development (AECID), the activities for the Tagore Universe programme began at the Valladolid International
Book Fair on the 7th of May, the precise birth date of Tagore, and continued until September with the Hay
Festival Segovia, the annual international literature and arts festival, where Bengali writers and filmmakers
debated with Spanish intellectuals.
In addition to this homage to Tagore, Casa de la India organised its regular programme of performing arts, book
presentations, lectures, cinema and exhibitions on widely varied topics, in collaboration with the ICCR and the
Embassy of India in Spain and other bodies.
Lastly, regarding the year’s cultural activities, we should mention the sixth Spanish Film Festival in India,
organised by Casa de la India and held in New Delhi and Pune. The Festival’s success in both cities shows once
again that the event is now part of film lovers’ diaries and that Spanish cinema is increasingly popular in India.
In the area of education, Casa de la India continued with the task of introducing the general public and
students at all levels to the complex reality, current and historical, of India. Through the University of Valladolid
Language Centre, regular Hindi language courses were offered at different levels by Professor Shrish Chandra
Jaswal. Professor Jaswal held the ICCR sponsored Hindi Language Chair at the University of Valladolid in 2011.
Casa de la India also organised a programme of regular and special thematic seminars and lectures: the Tagore
in Spain conference, organised in collaboration with the University of Valladolid Centre for Asian Studies and
the Indo-Latin American Cultural Initiative. Also in collaboration with the University of Valladolid and with the
support of the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation of Spain through the Spanish Agency for
International Cooperation for Development, Casa de la India organized a course on "Architecture, Heritage and
Sustainable Urban Development in Europe and India" with national and international professionals and experts
as a sequel to the seminars held in Ahmedabad in 2010.
On the other hand, Casa de la India’s intercultural educational project consolidated its success. The Escuela
de la India, aimed mainly at primary and secondary education students and civic centres, reached thousands
of participants from educational centres in and around Valladolid and Castilla and Léon. The artistic training
programme, Kalasangam, Permanent Performing Arts and Music Seminar continued and held the second
edition of its intensive course in Trivandrum, South India, allowing students to live the experience of traditional
arts and culture in India in a contemporary context.
These educational activities are complemented by the Casa de la India Library, now fully integrated into the
Castilla and León Libraries network (Red de Bibliotecas de Castilla y León), which has seen its collection grow
due to new acquisitions, including the donation of an extraordinary collection by the Martin Luther University
of Halle-Wittenberg, Germany.
In the area of cooperation and enterprise, Casa de la India’s participation in the organisation of events parallel
to the Global Microcredit Summit held in Valladolid from the 14th to the 17th of November should be highlighted.
Casa de la India held an exhibition about rural Indian women that produce artisan handicrafts and a series of
lectures on women in India, organised in collaboration with the Spanish Agency for International Cooperation
for Development (AECID), and the Secretary of State for International Cooperation of the Spanish Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and Cooperation.
In the area of business, an intensive agenda has included the coordination of visits, delegations and business
meetings such as that of the collaboration of Valladolid City Council in the II International Local Economics
Forum and participation in the V EuroIndia City Summit held in Leuven.
Casa de la India has therefore been successful in its objective to serve as a cooperation platform in the areas of
culture, education, business and society with the aim of enhancing relations between India and Spain, particularly
in academic, cultural and scientific-technological fields and sustainable development.
The source of inspiration that has made the flow of these relations possible has been, and will be, the poet
who presides over the entrance to our house, Rabindranath Tagore, pioneer and advocate of international
cooperation, of true dialogue between East and West born out of knowledge, of education and of a greater
mutual understanding.

Guillermo Rodríguez Martín
Director
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1. INSTITUTIONAL
1.1. B
 OARD OF TRUSTEES OF
THE CASA DE LA INDIA FOUNDATION
BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETINGS IN 2011
Two Ordinary Board Meetings were held at Casa de la India on June 27th and December 13th in 2011.
The Board of Trustees, comprising representatives from the Embassy of India in Spain, Valladolid City
Council and the University of Valladolid, is the highest governing body of the Casa de la India Foundation
and is responsible for its management and control. It is composed of a President, a Vice-president and
vocal members. The presidency is rotary and is held successively for two-year periods by the Mayor
of Valladolid City Council and by the Vice-Chancellor of the University of Valladolid. During 2011 the
Board of Trustees, presided by the Vice-Chancellor of the University of Valladolid, Marcos Sacristán,
underwent several changes in its members. Counsellor Jayant Khobragade represented the Embassy of
India in Spain as their vocal member until September 2011. Earlier, in the summer of 2011, the Board bade
farewell to another Embassy of India representative and vocal member Ambassador Sujata Mehta. The
new Ambassador of India to Spain, Sunil Lal, took her place on the Board.
The Board of Trustee members as at the last board meeting held on December 13 2011 were as follows:
President
Mr. Marcos Sacristán Represa Vice-Chancellor, University of Valladolid
Vice president
Mr. Francisco Javier León de la Riva Mayor, Valladolid City Council
VOCAL MEMBERS
Mr. Sunil Lal Ambassador of India to Spain
Mr. Luis Santos Domínguez Pro Vice-Chancellor of Internationalisation and University Extension, University of Valladolid
Mrs. Mercedes Cantalapiedra Álvarez Councillor for Trade, Culture and Tourism, Valladolid City Council
SecretarY
Dr. Guillermo Rodríguez Martín Director, Casa de la India

1.2. COUNCIL OF HONOUR MEMBERS IN 2011
Honorary board members are drawn from outstanding personalities and institutions whose functions
are honorific and consultative with the aim of providing a better service for the Foundation. Her Royal
Highness Princess Irene of Greece holds the Presidency of the Council of Honour. Musician Ravi Shankar,
businessman Ratan Tata and the Secretary of State for International Cooperation and President of the
Spanish Agency for International Cooperation for Development (AECID), Soraya Rodríguez and maestro
Zubin Mehta are among the distinguished members of the Council of Honour.
PRESIDENT
H.R.H. Princess Irene of Greece
MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL OF HONOUR
Ravi Shankar
Ratan Tata
Zubin Mehta
Soraya Rodríguez Secretary of State for International Cooperation and President of the Spanish Agency for International
Cooperation for Development
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1.3. FRIENDS AND BOARD OF FRIENDS OF CASA DE LA INDIA
The Casa de la India Board of Friends (Junta de Amigos) continues to promote, stimulate and support
cultural and educational initiatives, such as management and cooperation programmes. As well as
encouraging involvement with people interested in Indian culture and society, becoming a Friend (Amigo)
of Casa de la India allows for more frequent contact with the Foundation and privileged participation in
the regular activities and special events organised by Casa de la India.

FRIENDS OF CASA DE LA INDIA
One of the main aims of the Casa is to offer its visitors a variety of services which cater to their interests
and needs. To better take advantage of the activities and services offered, all our visitors are invited to
become Friends (Amigos) of Casa de la India, by means of an annual contribution, which allows them
to enjoy a range of benefits and discounts as well as receiving monthly updates concerning all the
activities organised by Casa de la India.

BOARD OF FRIENDS OF CASA DE LA INDIA
The Casa de la India Board of Friends (Junta de Amigos) as a body of the Casa de la India Foundation is
defined in the Statutes of the Foundation. The purpose of the Board of Friends is to propose, suggest,
and collaborate in initiatives related to the Foundation’s objectives. The Board of Friends regulations
allow for the following types of members:
•

Benefactor Friends

•

Sponsor Friends

•

Collaborator Friends

•

Emeritus Friends

In 2011, the Board of Friends comprised the following bodies and personalities:
COLLABORATOR FRIENDS
DIVISA IT
P4R
Tata Motors
EMERITUS FRIENDS
Fernando Colomo and Beatriz de la Gándara (Colomo Producciones)
Julio Juberías
Viswanathan Anand
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1.4. INSTITUTIONAL EVENTS
Since its founding Casa de la India has aimed is to promote a greater awareness of India in Spain by
serving as a platform for collaboration and cooperation between institutions. As a foundation created
by three public entities, the Republic of India, through the Embassy of India in Spain, Valladolid City
Council and the University of Valladolid, this function is considered to be of the highest importance.

QUEEN SOFIA OF SPAIN VISITS CASA DE LA INDIA
27th of January
Her Majesty the Queen, accompanied by her sister Princess Irene of Greece, visited Casa de la India at
the beginning of the year where she was welcomed by President of the Regional Government of Castilla
and León (Junta de Castilla y León), Juan Vicente Herrera, Ambassador of the Republic of India, Sujata
Mehta, Speaker of the Castilla and León Parliament (Cortes de Castilla y León), José Manuel Fernández
Santiago, Goverment Delegate for Castilla and León, Miguel Alejo Vicente, Mayor of Valladolid, Francisco
Javier León de la Riva, Secretary of State for International Cooperation, Soraya Rodríguez, President
of Casa de la India and Vice-Chancellor of the University of Valladolid, Marcos Sacristán Represa, and
Director of Casa de la India, Guillermo Rodríguez.
After meeting the Foundation’s staff the Queen was shown around the Casa de la India centre. Once in
the exhibition hall, Queen Sofia inaugurated the exhibition "History in the Making: the Visual Archives of
Kulwant Roy, 1930-1960" by lighting the ritual deepa lamp dedicated to the god Ganesh who represents
intelligence and good fortune. The Ambassador of India, Sujata Mehta and the Director of Casa de la
India, Guillermo Rodríguez gave a guided visit of the exhibition and the Queen was able to admire this
collection of photographs on show for the first time in Spain. The collection brings together images
taken by photo-journalist Kulwant Roy from the 1930s to the 1960s capturing some of the events that
led to Indian Independence. Curated by Aditya Arya, the exhibition was brought to fruition with the
collaboration of the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR) and the Indira Gandhi National Centre
for the Arts (IGNCA). The Queen’s visit to the Foundation, accompanied by local dignitaries, continued
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into the garden of Casa de la India where the group admired the façade of the haveli (traditional house)
from Ahmedabad and posed for photographs. From the garden, the visit moved into the library where
Queen Sofia signed Casa de la India’s guest book. From Casa de la India HM the Queen went to the
Miguel Delibes Cultural Centre where she was able to enjoy a concert performance by the Orchestra of
the Maggio Musicale Fiorentino conducted by maestro Zubin Mehta, member of the Council of Honour
of the Casa de la India Foundation.

CASA DE LA INDIA AND THE SPAIN-INDIA COUNCIL FOUNDATION
Casa de la India has been on the board of trustees of the Spain-India Council Foundation since its
creation in April 2009. The Spain-India Council Foundation, of which Antonio Escámez is President,
is the result of the efforts by the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, collaborating
companies, institutions, universities and business schools, and other Spanish civil society agents from
various sectors interested in maintaining relations and carrying out joint activities with India. As a board
member Casa de la India was invited to participate in the Foundations biannual board meetings held on
the 29th of June in Barcelona and 16th of December in Madrid.
During the VII Spain-India Council Foundation’s Board of Trustees meeting in Barcelona, the Board’s
President, Antonio Escámez, and the Director of Casa de la India, Guillermo Rodríguez, signed a
collaboration agreement for the Tagore Universe project formalizing the Foundation’s sponsorship of this
ambitious cultural initiative promoted by Casa de la India. This project was conceived to commemorate in
Spain the 150th birth anniversary of Rabindranath Tagore, as part of the Rabindranath Tagore Year declared
by UNESCO. The year-long programme of activities began in May 2011 in Valladolid, with events being
organised in Madrid, Barcelona and in Segovia as part of the Hay Festival and throughout the year in Casa
de la India in Valladolid.

INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS WITH THE EUROINDIA CENTRE
The EuroIndia Centre is a network of more than sixty members – individuals, companies, cities and other
entities (universities, training centres etc.) – from India and Europe. The current executive co presidents
are Colette Mathur and Harjit Singh Anand, and its board members include the City of Valladolid and
the Casa de la India.
13th -14th October, Leuven, Belgium
The EuroIndia Centre celebrated its 10th anniversary on October 13 during the V EuroIndia City Summit
which was held in Leuven, Belgium on the 13th and 14th of October. The Summit was opened by the Urban
Development Minister for India, Kamal Nath. After attending the Summit, the Director of Casa de la India
participated as a vocal member at the EuroIndia Centre´s Board of Directors meeting which was held
in Leuven on the 14th of October. The EuroIndia Centre network, based in La Rochelle, France, has been
represented in Spain by its Spain Desk which has been based at Casa de la India since the 24th of June 2010.
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CEREMONY FOR BOOK DONATION BY MARTIN LUTHER UNIVERSITY OF HALLE-WITTENBERG
(GERMANY) TO CASA DE LA INDIA  
9th of June
On the 9th of June at Casa de la India Professor Rahul Peter Das, Dean of Philosophy at the Martin Luther
University of Halle-Wittenberg, presented a large collection of books related to India to the Casa de la
India library.
Rahul Peter Das was in Valladolid to give a lecture at Casa de la India on Rabindranath Tagore as part of
the 150th birth anniversary celebration of this universal author. Professor Das is a member of the board
of the EuroIndia Centre, a European network to which the City of Valladolid and Casa de la India also
belong. It was during the last EuroIndia City Summit held in Halle, Germany in October 2010, attended by
the Mayor of Valladolid, Francisco Javier León de la Riva and the director of Casa de la India, Guillermo
Rodriguez, when the Martin Luther University, one of the most prominent in the field of contemporary
Indian studies, extended the offer to donate a collection of books on Indian subject matter to help
reinforce the role of the Casa de la India library as a centre for research.
The collection comprises over six hundred books and magazines including material on politics, religion,
literature and art in English, German, French, Russian and various Indian languages. The collection
includes old editions that are not available in Spain.

NDTV DOCUMENTARY OF TAGORE IN SPAIN CONFERENCE AT CASA DE LA INDIA
29th of September
During the Tagore in Spain conference in tribute to Rabindranath Tagore, held from the 2nd to the 4th
of October at Casa de la India and the University of Valladolid , which brought together professors,
researchers, musicians, dancers, and national and international translators who are specialists in the
different facets of Tagore, Casa de la India also hosted a technical team from NDTV, one of India’s
major TV channels with over 50 million viewers. The New Delhi Television channel wanted to produce
a documentary to transmit these days of tribute to Tagore in Spain throughout India via its program
"India Matters". NDTV’s team also managed to include images of the City of Valladolid in the programme,
highlighting the Plaza Mayor, the Plaza de Colón and the Casa de Cervantes Museum.
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COMMEMORATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL DAY OF NON-VIOLENCE
2nd of October, Valladolid
The International Day of Non-Violence was set as the 2nd of October by the United Nations to coincide
with Gandhi Jayanti, the birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi (2nd October 1869). In commemoration,
Casa de la India and Valladolid City Council paid tribute to Mahatma Gandhi in Valladolid’s Parque de la
Paz (Peace Park) by placing flowers at a statue of the Mahatma which has been in the park since 2001.
This year, the start of the Tagore in Spain conference, held at the University of Valladolid and the Casa de
la India from the 2nd to the 4th of October, was arranged to coincide with the commemoration activities.
The seminar was one of many activities organised as part of the year-long Tagore Universe project to
commemorate the one hundred and fiftieth birth anniversary of the Bengali poet Rabindranath Tagore.
The conference’s Tagore experts comprising professors, researchers, musicians, dancers, and national
and international translators such as William Radice, Shyamaprasad Ganguly, Ananya Chatterjea,
Paramita Biswas, Prabodh Parikh, Indranil Chakravarty, José Paz, María Elena Peña De Prada, Emilia
Cortés Ibáñez, Esperanza Ortega, Sol Argüello Scriba and Teresa Sebastián were present during
afternoon’s events in homage to Gandhi.
Counsellor Biraja Prasad from the Embassy of India in Spain and members of the local Indian community
and Indian Cultural Association in Castilla and León also participated in the celebrations.

DIWALI, CELEBRATION OF THE HINDU NEW YEAR
26th of October
In celebration of Diwali, the festival of lights, Casa de la India welcomed in the Hindu New Year with the
religious puja ritual led by visiting Hindi Professor Shrish Jaswal. The celebration was open to Amigos
(friends) of Casa de la India and the party continued with Indian music and snacks.

MINISTER OF CULTURE ÁNGELES GONZÁLEZ SINDE VISIT TO CASA DE LA INDIA
28th of October
In Valladolid to participate in events pertaining to the Valladolid International Film Festival, the Spanish
Minister of Culture, Ángeles González Sinde, and Spanish Academy of Cinematographic Arts and Sciences
(ICAA) Director Carlos Cuadros made time to visit Casa de la India. They had a meeting with Casa de la
India Director Guillermo Rodriguez during which they were able to discuss the state of cinematographic
relations between India and Spain and the Spanish Film Festival in India organised annually by Casa de
la India with the support of the ICAA.
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CELEBRATION OF THE V ANNIVERSARY OF CASA DE LA INDIA
11th – 12th of November
Casa de la India in Spain, established as a cultural foundation in 2003 by the Republic of India, Valladolid
City Council and the University of Valladolid, celebrated the V anniversary of the opening of the centre’s
headquarters in calle Puente Colgante in Valladolid on the 11th of November 2011. To commemorate
the occasion, Casa de la India organised a celebration including various cultural activities with the
collaboration of the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR). Suryakanthi Tripathi, who as the
Ambassador of India to Spain in 2006 inaugurated the Casa de la India building on the 11th of November
alongside then Indian Minister for External Affairs, Anand Sharma, was present for the celebrations.

11th of November
To mark the beginning of Casa de la India’s V anniversary celebrations and as part of the V Global
Microcredit Summit, Suryakanthi Tripathi, introduced by the Spanish Secretary of State for International
Cooperation (AECID), Soraya Rodríguez, gave a lecture on women in India. The lecture preceded the
inauguration of the exhibition Handicrafts and Traditional Design Projects by Rural Indian Women
Financed with Microcredit which was commissioned and curated by Casa de la India and organised
in collaboration with AECID and the Indian NGO ACCESS. Francisco Javier León de la Riva, Mayor of
Valladolid and Vice-president of Casa de la India welcomed the visitors and after the ritual lighting of
the Ganesha oil lamp by dignitaries and local authorities, Carlos Alberdi, Director General for Cultural
and Scientific Relations, AECID of the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation (MAEC),
inaugurated the exhibition.
In further celebration of Casa de la India’s anniversary, a brief history of the Foundation and its activities
was given between various speakers, including Sunil Lal, Ambassador of India to Spain, Marcos Sacristán
Represa, Vice-Chancellor of the University of Valladolid and President of Casa de la India, and Guillermo
Rodríguez, Director of Casa de la India. Also present was José Eugenio Salarich, Secretary General
of the Spain-India Council Foundation and Director General of International Economic Relations and
Energy Affairs of the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation (MAEC).
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12th of November
The Casa de la India Board of trustees held a meeting with the Director General of the Indian Council
for Cultural Relations, Suresh Goel. After the meeting Casa de la India hosted a reception where the
guests included Sunil Lal, Ambassador of India to Spain, Francisco Javier León de la Riva, Mayor of the
City of Valladolid and Vice-president of Casa de la India and Jesús Julio Carnero García, President of
Valladolid County Council amongst others. In further celebration of Casa de la India’s V anniversary and
this official act was followed by a performance of "Ritu Rang" (Seasons) by the Kathak Kendra Group
from New Delhi, under the umbrella of activities organised as part of the Tagore Universe project. This
programme was all the more relevant for its choreography by Geetanjali Lal which is based on poems
written by Rabindranath Tagore.

PRESENTATION OF THE INDIANET.ES PLATFORM
13th of December
Casa de la India and the Embassy of India in Spain presented indianet.es, a virtual platform designed in
collaboration with DivisaIT. It is hoped that the portal will serve as an information and diffusion point for
activities related to India in Spain and regarding the relationships between the two countries, as well as
a meeting space and tool for communities working in fields related to India.
The Ambassador of India to Spain, Sunil Lal, and the Director General of DivisaIT, Carlos Muñoz, were
amongst those present at the presentation.

1.5. AGREEMENTS
In order to better achieve its aims, the Casa de la India Foundation can establish links and relationships
with other bodies deemed to be suitable and formalise agreements with organisations and institutions
be they public, private, national or foreign. During 2011, Casa de la India signed memorandums of
agreement with the following bodies:
Framework Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the IE University signed on the 17th of January to
promote activities and relationships of mutual interest especially in the fields of education and business.
Specific Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), with the Spanish Audio-Visual Producers’ Rights
Management Association (EGEDA) for the VI Spanish Film Festival to be held in India in March 2011.
Framework MOU with the Foundation for the Teaching of Arts in Castilla and León (ARCYL) signed on
the 7th of April to promote collaboration in the area of performing arts, research, training,
documentation, programming and management.
Educational Cooperation Agreement, signed on the 25th of April, for a work experience programme for
students of the Master in Cultural Industries Management at the University of Valladolid.

1.6. GRANTS AND SUBSIDIES
Throughout 2011 Casa de la India has taken advantage of several grant and subsidy programmes of
differing types. In order for Casa de la India to fully meet the demands and objectives laid out in its
Statutes, it relies on the various grant and aid programmes offered by differing public administrations.
In 2011, Casa de la India participated in the following schemes:
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1.6.1. GRANTS
GRANTS FROM THE GENERAL FOUNDATION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF VALLADOLID
AND THE CASTILLA AND LEÓN PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
An agreement between the University of Valladolid, through its General Foundation, and Castilla and
León Public Employment Service means that a series of grants are available for students of degrees with
possible difficulties in getting job placements. In 2011 Casa de la India participated in this programme
by receiving one trainee who helped in the cataloguing and classifying of all library material as well
updating and communicating events and programme information to the public. This is a work experience
programme for graduates to complement their practical training and hopefully be more competitive in
the labour market.

COLLABORATION GRANTS IN TRAINING TASKS IN UNIVERSITY OF VALLADOLID CENTRES
AND SERVICES
These grants are aimed at under- and post- graduate students of the University of Valladolid in order to
give them extra-curricular training by participating and collaborating in projects at differing University
centres and services. Between January and July 2011 Casa de la India received one grant student
through this programme.

WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAMME, MASTER IN CULTURAL INDUSTRIES MANAGEMENT,
UNIVERSITY OF VALLADOLID
This programme for work experience, regulated by an agreement between Casa de la India and the
University of Valladolid, was set up so that the student could see and learn first-hand about Casa de la
India – its structure, how it is run, work practices and techniques etc. as a complement to the studies
being followed. Casa de la India had one student under this programme from May to July 2011.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMME, REGIONAL GOVERNMENT OF CASTILLA AND LEÓN
AND CICERÓN OF CASTILLA AND LEÓN
Until May 2011, Casa de la India had two students for vocational training through this programme
aimed at students of Vocational Training courses. Later in the year, from September 2011, Casa de la
India received two new interns through this programme. All the interns received through this scheme
collaborated in Casa de la India’s educational project, Escuela de la India (India School).

1.6.2. SUBSIDIES
Open and Permanent Aid Schemes for Cooperation and Development, AECID
The aim of these subsidies is to finance individual initiative projects or activities geared towards
cooperation for development. Areas of action include economy and society, culture, technical fields,
science, professional, and welfare promotion, as well as increasing awareness of international
cooperation for development, which can be carried out in Spain or abroad. In 2011, Casa de la India
received one award from the Spanish Agency for International Cooperation for Development (AECID)
towards the Tagore Universe project – Comprehensive Education for Sustainable Development and
Intercultural East-West Dialogue.
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2. CULTURE
One of the main objectives of the Casa de la India Foundation is the dissemination of Indian culture
in Spain in all its rich and complex diversity, from both a historical and contemporary approach.
This year, special due to the 150th birth anniversary of Rabindranath Tagore, many of the cultural
activities organized served to not only to remember but also to discover the great Bengali genius and
offered a varied cultural program including music and dance performances, workshops, film screenings
and exhibitions related to his persona.

2.1. CULTURAL FESTIVALS
2.1.1. Tagore Universe
The Tagore Universe project was a Casa de la India initiative with the aim of encompassing differing
institutional proposals and events which, coinciding with the 150th birth anniversary of Rabindranath
Tagore, wanted to honour this great universal humanist and reflect through a programme of cultural
and educational activities the multiple facets of his genius. Coordinated by Casa de la India and the
Embassy of India in Spain, in collaboration with the Spanish Agency for International Cooperation for
Development (AECID) and the Spain-India Council Foundation amongst other institutions, the activities
began in the first week of May and continued throughout 2011 in Valladolid and other cities in Spain.
This varied programme was launched to coincide with the actual anniversary date during the Valladolid
International Book Fair with a tribute to Tagore on the 7th of May 2011. The year-long series of events
and activities included film cycles, exhibitions, lectures, roundtables, workshops, meetings and seminars
with experts and artists from India, Spain and other European countries.

BENGALI FILM CYCLE: RITUPARNO GHOSH RETROSPECTIVE
Held in the Mergelina Hall of the Faculty of Law of the University of Valladolid, from the 2nd to the 6th of
May, this film cycle dedicated to the great director Rituparno Ghosh was organized by Casa de la India,
Centro Buendía and the Department of Film Studies of the University of Valladolid, in collaboration with
Casa Asia. Five films were screened during the cycle, the last of which was, Choker Bali, a film version
of the novel by Tagore.

TRIBUTE TO TAGORE AT THE VALLADOLID INTERNATIONAL BOOK FAIR
On the occasion of the 150th birth anniversary of Rabindranath Tagore (7th of May 1861), Casa de la India
and the Valladolid International Book Fair organized a series of activities, workshops and lectures on the
6th and 7th of May to honour of the illustrious Bengali poet.
BOOK PRESENTATIONS:
La pared de agua ("The Water Wall", anthology of contemporary Bengali poems translated into Spanish).

Tocando el cielo ("Touching the Sky") by Asha Miró.
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WORKSHOPS:
"School of the Poet: Discovering India".
"Rangolis de mi tierra" and "Manisha y el rangoli del deseo" ("Rangolis of my land" and "Manisha and
the Wishing Rangoli"), children’s books by Asha Miró.
CONCERT: Music from India, by musicians Nantha Kumar and Ido Segal.
LECTURE: "The Soul of India", by writer Ramiro Calle.

LECTURE SERIES: "TAGORE’S UNIVERSES"
5th of May – 9th of June
Coordinated by Pedro Carrero Eras (Indology Institute) and Guillermo Rodríguez Martín (Director of
Casa de la India), this series of lectures explored the facets of Rabindranath Tagore as a writer, painter
and educator.
"TAGORE, EDUCATOR, FOUNDER OF THE FIRST NEW SANTINIKETAN SCHOOL"
José Paz, educator. 5th of May.
"TAGORE IN HIS STORIES: AN UNCOMFORTABLE AUTHOR"
Pedro Carrero Eras, University of Alcalá de Henares, Madrid. 12th of May.
"TAGORE, THE PAINTER"
Jayant Khobragade, Embassy of India in Spain. 19th of May.
"THE RECEPTION OF TAGORE IN SPAIN
Enrique Gallud, University of Alfonso X El Sabio, Madrid. 26th of May.
"LYRICAL AND DRAMATIC SPACE IN THE THEATRE OF TAGORE"
Enrique Gavilán, University of Valladolid. 2nd of June.
"TAGORE AND THE MOTHER-TONGUE"
Rahul Peter Das, University of Martin Luther, Halle-Wittenberg, Germany. 9th of June.

EXHIBITION OF PHOTOGRAPHS BY SUBHRAJIT BASU
6th of May – 15th of June
Organized by Casa de la India and Casa Asia in collaboration with the Daniélou Archive, this exhibition
comprised 33 photographs taken in Bengal by the Bengali photographer Subhrajit Basu. Basu won the
National Geographic Society’s 2008 International Photography Contest.
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DANCE PERFORMANCES IN TRIBUTE TO TAGORE
TANUSREE SHANKAR GROUP (Kolkata) 15th of May, LAVA Theatre, Valladolid
This show had its Spanish premiere during an ICCR (Indian Council for Cultural Relations) sponsored
tour of Europe. In the 150th anniversary of his birth, the group paid homage to Rabindranath Tagore by
including a dance interpretation of the bard’s emblematic poem The Child. The performance took place
at the LAVA Theatre in the Sala Concha Velasco in Valladolid.
KATHAK KENDRA GROUP (New Delhi) 12th of November, José María Luelmo Civic Centre, Valladolid
In honour of Casa de la India’s fifth anniversary and under the umbrella of activities organised as part
of the Tagore Universe project, the Kathak Kendra Group from New Delhi gave a performance with
choreography by Geetanjali Lal based on poems written by Rabindranath Tagore.

TAGORE UNIVERSE IN THE HAY FESTIVAL SEGOVIA
21st -25th of September, Segovia and Valladolid

Tagore Universe in the Hay Festival Segovia 2011 was an initiative launched by the Hay Festival in
collaboration with Casa de la India, the Spain-India Council Foundation, the Embassy of India in Spain
and the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR) to encompass a set of activities that were held
from the 21st to the 25th of September as part of this famous literature and arts festival in Segovia.
Coinciding with the 150th birth anniversary of Tagore, the Hay Festival joined the tribute to this
great universal humanist, reflecting the many facets of his genius from different perspectives such
as literature, cinema, education, the performing arts, etc. through a varied programme of cultural
activities.
Aída Books&More Charity Bookshop Segovia, 10th of September
Pre-festival activity. Reading by Shrish Jaswal of poems by Rabindranath Tagore and excerpts of the
novel English, August: An Indian Story by Upamanyu Chatterjee.
Plaza Mayor Bandstand Segovia, 21st of September
The official inauguration of the Tagore Universe in the Hay Festival was celebrated with a reading of
Tagore’s poems in English, Bengali and Spanish by Sangeeta Datta and Violeta Medina. Ambassador
of India to Spain, Sunil Lal, was present at the reading and also for the Bharata Natyam classical
dance interpretation by Monica de la Fuente of poems by Tagore which followed. The dance recital was
accompanied by live music by Nantha Kumar and Ido Segal.
San Juan de los Caballeros Church and Museum Segovia, 23rd of September
Upamanyu Chatterjee, the talented Bengali author, and Rosa María Calaf, journalist and former
collaborator of the Spanish Radio and Television Corporation, spoke about the author’s best-selling
novel English, August: An Indian Story, which has recently been translated into Spanish. The novel offers
us a light-hearted and uncompromising vision of modern India.
Miguel Delibes Hall, Calderón Theatre Valladolid, 23rd of September
Director Sangeeta Datta introduced the screening of her film As Life Goes On (2010).
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Casa de la India Valladolid, 24th of September
The Indian author Upamanyu Chatterjee chatted with local Valladolid writer Gustavo Martín Garzo about
the novel English, August: An Indian Story.
Aída Books&More Charity Bookshop Segovia, 25th of September
Readings in Spanish and Bengali of poems by Rabindranath Tagore and Victoria Ocampo and also
excerpts from their recently discovered correspondence by the Indian film director Sangeeta Datta,
the Australian writer Gail Jones and the Spanish educator José Paz.
Auditorium, Caja Segovia Segovia, 25th of September
Rituparno Ghosh, Indian auteur film director, winner of eight Indian National Film Awards and various
international film festival awards, and Boris Izaguirre, presenter, scriptwriter and author, discussed
gender in Indian cinema and society and then introduced the film Nouka Doubi (based on one of Tagore’s
novels) which was shown immediately afterwards.

FILM CYCLE "TAGORE IN CINEMA"  
26th -30th of September
As part of the programme of activities for the Tagore Universe project a series of films based on works by the
Bengali genius were carefully selected to make up this cycle. The film director Rituparno Ghosh opened the
cycle by presenting his film Nouka Doubi (2011). This was the second time that Nouka Doubi was shown in
Valladolid in 2011 – it had been shown during a film cycle of Ghosh’s films earlier in the year in May organised by
Casa de la India and the University of Valladolid Department of Film. The films in the "Tagore in Cinema" series
were screened at the Miguel Delibes Hall (Calderón Theatre) and the Mergelina Hall (University of Valladolid).

TAGORE IN SPAIN CONFERENCE  
2nd – 4th of October
The Tagore in Spain conference took place from the 2nd to the 4th of October at the University of
Valladolid and Casa de la India as part of the activities organized for the Tagore Universe project
to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the birth of the Bengali poet. The aim of this conference
was to rediscover Rabindranath Tagore through his connections with Spain, his literature, analysis
of his translations, film, music, dance, etc. The conference also took place in the cities of Salamanca
and Barcelona where it was hosted by the University of Salamanca and Casa Asia respectively.
The conference was organized by the Indo-Latin American Cultural Initiative (ILACI), Casa de la India
and the Centre for Asian Studies (University of Valladolid) in collaboration with the Indian Council
for Cultural Relations (ICCR), the Embassy of India in Spain, the Spanish Agency for International
Cooperation for Development (AECID), Casa Asia, the Spain-India Council Foundation, the University of
Salamanca, the Embassy of Spain in India, the Sahitya Akademi (Indian National Academy of Letters),
Whistling Woods International Film Institute and New Delhi Television (NDTV). This three-day conference
brought together nationally and internationally acclaimed professors, researchers, musicians, dancers
and translators, experts in the various facets of Tagore. The activities organized included lectures, panel
discussions, poetry readings, film screenings and musical performances, amongst other activities.
LECTURE "TAGORE AND GANDHI" 2nd of October, Casa de la India
Given by Prabodh Parikh in Casa de la India and followed by a screening of the documentary The Poet
& the Mahatma.
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INAUGURATION AND PRESENTATION OF THE BOOK "REDESCUBRIENDO A TAGORE"
3rd of October, Faculty of Philosophy and Arts, University of Valladolid 
The inaugural act of the conference took place at the Lope de Rueda Auditorium in the University of
Valladolid Faculty of Philosophy and Arts building. Marcos Sacristán Represa (Vice-Chancellor of the
University of Valladolid), Guillermo Rodríguez Martín (Director of Casa de la India), Óscar Ramos (Director
of the University of Valladolid Centre for Asian Studies), Indranil Chakravarty (Project Director for Tagore
in Spain) and Biraja Prasad (Counsellor of the Embassy of India in Spain) were amongst those present for
the opening. Following the inauguration, editors Indranil Chakravarty and S.P. Ganguly presented their
book Redescubriendo a Tagore (Rediscovering Tagore), a collection of works in Spanish brought together,
with the support of the Embassy of Spain in India, in commemoration of Tagore’s 150th birth anniversary.
INAUGURAL LECTURE: "THE RECEPTION OF TAGORE IN THE HISPANIC WORLD"
3rd of October, Faculty of Philosophy and Arts, University of Valladolid 
Given by S.P. Ganguly, Jawarlahal Nehru University, India.
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION "TAGORE’S PRESENCE IN SPAIN"
3rd of October, Faculty of Philosophy and Arts, University of Valladolid 
With José Paz (University of Ourense, Spain), S.P. Ganguly (Jawarlahal Nehru University, India),
Sol Argüello Scriba (University of Costa Rica) Emilia Cortés Ibáñez (the Spanish National University for
Distance Education - UNED, Albacete, Spain) and Esperanza Ortega (writer).

RECITAL OF TAGORE’S POETRY
3rd of October, Faculty of Philosophy and Arts, University of Valladolid 
Given by Mitra Parikh, William Radice, S.P. Ganguly, Shrish Jaswal and Esperanza Ortega.

"TAGORE AND CINEMA"
3rd of October, Casa de la India 
Screening of Satyajit Ray’s Charulata (1964) based on Tagore’s novella Nashtanir (The Broken Nest)
presented by Indranil Chakravarty.
INAUGURATION OF THE EXHIBITION TAGORE: POET AND PAINTER
3rd of October, Casa de la India 
Reproductions of paintings by Tagore on loan from the Indian Council of Cultural Relations (ICCR) and
material from José Paz’s private collection on Rabindranath Tagore.
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MUSIC AND POETRY: "TAGORE’S MUSIC: RABINDRASANGIT"
3rd of October, Casa de la India 
By María Elena Peña de Prada, University of Valladolid (a Latin American interpretation of Tagore’s
music on the classical guitar), Teresa Sebastián (poetry), José Salinas (flamenco vocals), Raúl Olivar
(flamenco guitar) and Paramita Biswas (Rabindrasangit) and presented by William Radice.
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION "TRANSLATING TAGORE"
4th of October, School of Business, University of Valladolid 
With William Radice (author and translator) and S.P. Ganguly (Jawarlahal Nehru University).

LECTURE "THE PAINTINGS OF TAGORE"
4th of October, School of Business, University of Valladolid 
Given by Prabodh Parikh.
LECTURE "TAGORE AND CINEMA"
4th of October, School of Business, University of Valladolid 
Given by Indranil Chakravarty (professor, Whistling Woods International Film Institute).
LECTURE-DANCE DEMONSTRATION: "DANCING TO/WITH TAGORE"
4th of October, Casa de la India 
Given by Ananya Chatterjee, Director of the Dance Programme and Professor of Theatre Arts and Dance
at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, USA, accompanied with live music from Paramita Biswas.
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2.2. EXHIBITIONS
2.2.1. EXHIBITIONS AT CASA DE LA INDIA
HISTORY IN THE MAKING: THE VISUAL ARCHIVES OF KULWANT ROY, 1930 - 1960
28th of January – 11th of March
This singular exhibition comprised images from the recently discovered collection of photographs taken
by photo-journalist Kulwant Roy, who painstakingly captured some of the events that led to Indian
Independence from the 1930s to the 1960s. The exhibition, curated by Aditya Arya and inaugurated on
the 27th of January by Her Majesty the Queen of Spain, was made possible thanks to the collaboration
of the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR) and the Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts
(IGNCA). Through the photographs exhibited, we witness some of the most significant moments in the
history of India in the XXth century, and we see some of the Indian Independence movement’s leading
political figures captured in a relaxed and everyday manner. The collection also includes a small number
of photographs of an "exotic" India taken by Roy, who travelled around the world for several years
making a living from selling his own pictures of India and other countries that he visited.

LILA, A STORY ABOUT RAMA
17th of March – 14th of April
Lila, a story about Rama was the result of a multidisciplinary theatrical encounter between Spain and
India, developed in Trichur, Kerala in December 2010 during the International Theatre Festival of Kerala
(ITFOK). This was a cooperation project that proved the theatre to be an ideal meeting place for different
cultures and disciplines. The project incorporated various aspects: education, through workshops;
information, through exhibitions and lectures; and representations, seen in the set decorations that
came out of the workshops as well as performances on a professional circuit. This project developed
by Spanish and Indian theatre students and multidisciplinary artists was made possible thanks to the
collaboration of the School of Dramatic Arts of Castilla and Leon, the National Academy for Music,
Dance and Drama of Kerala (Sangeet Natak), the School of Drama and Fine Arts of the University of
Calicut and the Spanish Agency for International Cooperation and Development (AECID).
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EXHIBITION OF PHOTOGRAPHS BY SUBHRAJIT BASU
6th of May – 15th of June
The exhibition, organized by Casa de la India in co-production with Casa Asia, offered a multimedia
collection of images of India produced by Bengali photographer Subhrajit Basu. The exhibition
comprised around 33 large format photographs and two photographic essays reproduced in video
format. Taken in Bengal, the large format photographs, selected from over a thousand black and
white and colour images, were chosen because they emphasized the outstanding and original qualities
of their production, something which also helped Basu to win the National Geographic Society’s
International Photography Contest in 2008. The two photographic screenings, India and Kumbha
Mehla, allowed for a substantially greater number of Basu’s photographs to be seen. A catalogue
of the exhibition, containing the photographs by Subhrajit Basu on show, was also published with
introductory texts in Castilian and English by Jesus Sanz (Director General of Casa Asia), Guillermo
Rodriguez (Director of Casa de la India), Menene Gras (Director of Culture and Exhibitions of Casa
Asia) and Ana M. Briongos (writer).

TAGORE: POET AND PAINTER
3rd of October – 8th of November
Organized by Casa de la India in collaboration with the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR),
Professor José Paz, AECID, the Spain-India Council Foundation and the Centre for Asian Studies
(University of Valladolid), the exhibition Tagore: poet and painter paid homage to Rabindranath Tagore
focusing on two of his most important facets: poetry and painting. In this exhibition we could appreciate
the evolution of his painting, read manuscripts of his correspondence with Victoria Ocampo, and see
different editions from various countries of the Gitanjali poems (Song Offerings), for which Rabindranath
Tagore was the first Asian to be awarded a Nobel Prize in 1913.
The following documentaries were shown from the 3rd to the 8th of October during the Tagore: poet and
painter exhibition:

Rabindranath TagorE by Satyajit Ray.
The poet & the mahatma by Debabrata Ray.
Painter Rabindranath by Sukanta Roy.
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HANDICRAFTS AND TRADITIONAL DESIGN PROJECTS BY WOMEN
IN RURAL INDIA FINANCED WITH MICROCREDIT
14th of November – 16th of December
Casa de la India organised this exhibition in collaboration with the Spanish Agency for International
Cooperation for Development (AECID) and the Indian NGO ACCESS within the framework of the Global
Microcredit Summit 2011 held in Valladolid. Working towards the Summit, this was an information and
awareness initiative for specific projects in rural India carried out due to a policy of financial inclusion
and microcredit strategies for women. The exhibition outlined the different microfinance models in
use in India and highlighted the impact of microcredit projects in the handicraft industry for women
from different rural areas of India, particularly in the region of Rajasthan, as promoted by the Indian
NGO ACCESS. The display included an exhibition of items designed and produced by Indian traditional
artisans from these rural areas. The exhibition further comprised photographs showing the process of
design, manufacture and distribution of items, an explanation of the social, demographic and economic
empowerment of women in India, and a description of the Indian NGO ACCESS which works to promote
these initiatives that favour the social inclusion of women and other disadvantaged sectors.

2.2.2. EXHIBITIONS IN OTHER CITIES
KERALA – BENGAL: CROSSED CULTURES
23rd of February – 2nd of April, Columbus House, Huelva
The exhibition, carried out within the framework of the Latitudes Festival, brought together the works
of the Bengali photographer Subhrajit Basu. The artist’s proposal included around 25 large-format
photographs, selected from more than a thousand images produced in black and white and colour taken
in Bengal and Kerala. The exhibition also included two video installations of two series of photographs,
India and Kumbha Mela. Organised by the Latitudes Festival, the exhibition was coproduced by Casa Asia
and Casa de la India.

2.3. CINEMA
2.3.1. FILM CYCLES
BENGALI FILM CYCLE: RITUPARNO GHOSH RETROSPECTIVE
2nd - 6th of may
This retrospective in honour of the brilliant Bengali film director Rituparno Ghosh, who has dedicated part
of his cinematographic career to adapting Tagore’s work for the cinema, launched the Tagore Universe
project. Organised by Casa de la India, the Department of Film Studies (University of Valladolid), the
University of Valladolid and the Centro Buendía (University of Valladolid) in collaboration with Casa Asia,
the films were screened, in the original versions with subtitles in Spanish, at the Mergelina Hall (Faculty
of Law of the University of Valladolid).

ABOHOMAAN (The Eternal) (2009), 2nd of May.
SHOB CHARITRO KALPONIK (Afterword) (2009), 3rd of May.
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RAINCOAT (2004), 4th of May.
ANTARMAHAL: VIEWS OF THE INNER CHAMBER (2005), 5th of May.
Presented by Sangeeta Datta, assistant director.
CHOKER BALI: A PASSION PLAY (2003), 6th of May.
Presented by Sangeeta Datta, assistant director of the film based on Tagore’s novel.

FILM CYCLE "TAGORE IN CINEMA"
26th – 30th of September
In commemoration of Rabindranath Tagore’s 150th birth anniversary and as part of the programme
of activities for the Tagore Universe project a series of films based on works by the Bengali genius
were carefully selected to make up this cycle. The film director Rituparno Ghosh opened the cycle by
presenting his film Nouka Doubi (2011). Casa de la India and the University of Valladolid Department
of Film had also organised a retrospective of Ghosh’s films earlier in the year in May. The "Tagore in
Cinema" series included four Oscar-winning films by the maestro of cinema Satyajit Ray: Ghare Baire,
selected for the 1984 Cannes Festival, Teen Kanya, three stories based on tales by Tagore, Rabindranath
Tagore, an accurate documentary about the life and works of Tagore, and Devi, which closed the cycle.
The screenings in Valladolid were held at the Miguel Delibes Hall (Calderón Theatre) and the Mergelina
Hall (University of Valladolid).
The cycle was inaugurated in the Miguel Delibes Hall (Calderón Theatre) with the screening of

NOUKA DOUBI by Rituparno Ghosh (2011), introduced by the director himself, 26th of September.
RABINDRANATH TAGORE by Satyajit Ray (1961), 27th of September.
TEEN KANYA by Satyajit Ray (1961), 28th of September.
GHARE BHAIRE by Satyajit Ray (1984), 29th of September.
DEVI by Satyajit Ray (1960), 30th of September.

2.3.2. OTHER SCREENINGS
Casa de la India often organises feature length film and documentary screenings as a means of
complementing programmed activities and events such as exhibitions, visits by directors, institutional
acts, as well as for educational purposes or to help the viewer become more aware of certain issues...
The following films and documentaries were shown over the year.

NETAJI SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE: THE FORGOTTEN HERO, by Shyam Benegal (2005). Feature length
film about the Indian nationalist politician Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose, known for his efforts in the
fight for the independence of his country. The film was screened during the Kulwant Roy photographic
exhibition. 18th of February.
LIFE GOES ON, by Sangeeta Datta (2009). Screened at the Miguel Delibes Hall in the Calderón Theatre in
Valladolid, as part of the Hay Festival Segovia. Presented by the director, Sangeeta Datta, the screening
was organised by Casa de la India, the Department of Film Studies of the University of Valladolid and the
Valladolid International Film Festival (SEMINCI) in collaboration with the Hay Festival Segovia and the
Spain-India Council Foundation. 23rd of September.
THE POET AND THE MAHATMA, (2007). Documentary screened for the International Day of
Non-violence. 2nd of October.
CHARULATA, by Satyajit Ray (1964). Screened during the Tagore in Spain conference. 3rd of October.
The following documentaries were shown between the 3rd of October and the 8th of November to
accompany the Tagore: poet and painter exhibition:
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RABINDRANATH TAGORE by Satyajit Ray.
THE POET AND THE MAHATMA by Debabrata Ray.
PAINTER RABINDRANATH by Sukanta Roy.

2.3.3. VI SPANISH FILM FESTIVAL IN INDIA
28th of March – 3rd of April, New Delhi and Pune
New Delhi and Pune were the two cities chosen to host the sixth edition of the Spanish Film Festival
in India, whose aim is to showcase the best of current Spanish cinema in India and it is directed at
everyone from film critics, producers and distributors to the general public. A delegation of Spanish
film professionals attended the festival including actors Elena Anaya, Marta Etura and Lola Dueñas, the
director Edmon Roch, Director of the Spanish Academy of Cinematographic Arts and Sciences (ICAA)
Carlos Cuadros, producer Beatriz de la Gándara and the Director of Casa de la India, Guillermo Rodríguez.
In New Delhi, the films were shown from the 28th of March to the 3rd of April at the India Habitat Centre and
the Cervantes Institute. The festival was inaugurated on the 28th of March by the Ambassador of Spain to
India Javier Elorza, with film director Muzzaffar Ali as guest of honour. The opening was celebrated with
a flamenco dance performance by Karen Lugo with accompanying musicians followed by the screening of
the film Yo también (Me too), presented by the starring actress Lola Dueñas. During the delegation’s stay
in New Delhi, they were able to visit some of the historic sights of the city such as Chandni Chowk, the Red
Fort and the Jama Masjid. The Cervantes Institute organised a roundtable session chaired by its Director,
Oscar Pujol for the Spanish Festival delegation and Delhi based film and television professionals on the
29th of March. On the 30th of March the delegation went to Jodhpur, where they were taken sightseeing
by CRN Productions (Cathy and Roberto Nieddu), and on the 31st of March the Maharaja of Jodhpur gave
a reception at his palace in their honour.
In Pune, the Festival was held from the 1st to the 3rd of April. The delegation reached Pune on the 1st of
April and was welcomed by representatives from the Pune Film Foundation who hosted the Festival.
The screenings in Pune were well received with a high audience turn out, often showing to a full house,
despite the fact that the Festival coincided with some of the decisive matches of the Cricket World Cup
which was held in India and which India eventually won!
On the 2nd of April the Festival was officially opened in Pune at the National Film Archive with Ravi Gupta,
Director of the Whistling Woods International Film Institute in Mumbai. Whilst the official speeches were
being given, Elena Anaya, Marta Etura and Beatriz de la Gándara ensured that the ritual lamp was lit in time
for the inauguration and the screening of the opening film El secreto de sus ojos (The Secret in Her Eyes).
On the 3rd of April members of the delegation were interviewed by local press at the National Film Archive.
The Spanish Film Festival was organised in collaboration with the Embassy of Spain in India, the Spanish
Ministry of Culture through the Institute of Cinematography and Audiovisual Arts (ICAA), the Spanish
Agency for International Cooperation for Development (AECID), the Spanish Audio-Visual Producers’
Rights Management Association (EGEDA), Filmotech, the Cervantes Institute in New Delhi, and various
bodies in India such as the Pune Film Foundation and the National Film Archive in Pune.
A total of 9 Spanish films and 3 documentaries were shown in this year’s Festival:

Yo también (Me Too), by Álvaro Pastor and Antonio Naharro
Hierro (Hierro), by Gabe Ibáñez
Celda 211 (Cell 211), by Daniel Monzón
El secreto de sus ojos (The Secret in Their Eyes), by Juan José Campanella
Nacidas para sufrir (Born to Suffer), by Miguel Albaladejo
Los abrazos rotos (Broken Embraces), by Pedro Almodóvar
Ágora (Agora), by Alejandro Amenábar
Dieta Mediterránea (Mediterranean Food), by Joaquín Oristrell
Tres días con la familia (Three Days with the Family), by Mar Coll
Garbo: el espía (Garbo: The Spy), by Edmon Roch (documentary)
La pérdida (The Loss), by Enrique Gabriel & Javier Angulo (documentary)
Señora de (Me Too), by Patricia Ferreira (documentary)
The Festival received great public and critical acclaim in both New Delhi and Pune.
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2.4. PERFORMING ARTS AND MUSIC
DIDACTIC THEATRICAL REPRESENTATION: LILA, A STORY ABOUT RAMA
30th of April, casa de la india
This involved the didactic display of a selection of scenes taken from this production and the screening of
some video material, both with relevant explanations by the artists. The staging of the performance was
also explained in a clear and simple way. The complete show of Lila, a Story about Rama by the Mónica
de la Fuente Company and the Sangeet Natak Akademi Kerala, was first performed during the Valladolid
International Street Theatre and Arts Festival in the square of the Casa de la India on the 27th and 28th of May.

DANCE PERFORMANCE BY TANUSREE SHANKAR GROUP (Kolkata)
15th of May, Concha Velasco Auditorium, LAVA Theatre
The Concha Velasco Auditorium was inaugurated by the dance performance of the Tanusree
Shankar Group of Kolkata. The group has a special creative style, which owes its beginnings to the
legendary dancer Uday Shankar, and uses cotemporary choreography known in India as "New dance".
The programme included a dance interpretation of the Rabindranath Tagore’s emblematic poem
The Child, in a tribute to the author on the 150th anniversary of his birth. The performance was organised
by Casa de la India and the Municipal Foundation of Culture, as part of Valladolid City Council, in
collaboration with the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR) and the Embassy of India in Spain.

THEATRE: LILA, A STORY ABOUT RAMA IN THE 2011 VALLADOLID INTERNATIONAL
STREET THEATRE AND ARTS FESTIVAL
27th and 28th of May, casa de la india
This contemporary adaptation of the story of Rama, by the Mónica de la Fuente Company and the
Sangeet Natak Akademi Kerala, was performed as part of the 2011 Valladolid International Street
Theatre and Arts Festival.
This production directed by Claudio Casero uses multimedia to help set the scene of the dramatic
conflict, inspired by the epic Ramayana, allowing the set design a degree of versatility. The production
combines audiovisual, musical, sound and interpretative techniques.
The performance was organised by the Valladolid International Street Theatre and Arts Festival (TAC)
and Casa de la India in collaboration with the School of Dramatic Arts of Castilla and Leon, the School of
Drama and Fine Arts of the University of Calicut (India) and the National Academy for Music, Dance and
Drama of Kerala (Sangeet Natak) (India).
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RIDMAL KHAN GROUP OF RAJASTHAN
21st of July, casa de la india
Thanks to the collaboration of the ICCR (Indian Council for Cultural Relations), the Ridmal Khan Group
came to Valladolid from the heart of the Thar Desert of Rajasthan in northeast India. The audience
witnessed a performance full of rhythm and colour, featuring the typical dances of the Holi festival
(festival of colours), an encounter where the various musicians in the group compete against each other
playing their own instruments and the spectacular Kalbeliya dance which originates in the community
of snake charmers of Rajasthan.

CLASSICAL SOUTH INDIAN MUSIC: CARNATIC FLUTE BY G.S. RAJAN
6th of October, casa de la india
G.S. Rajan gave a carnatic flute performance accompanied by the artists Vidya Srinivasan (carnatic
vocals), K. Padmanabhan (mridangam), Anjana Rajan (tanpura) and Shyam Rajan (swara mandal).
This concert allowed the audience to hear G.S. Rajan once again. One of the most prolific and versatile
musicians in India today Rajan is also the composer of very differing types of music from film sound
tracks to music for contemporary dance.

KATHAK CLASSICAL DANCE BY KATHAK KENDRA GROUP (NEW DELHI)
12th of November, José María Luelmo Civic Centre, Valladolid
In honour of Casa de la India’s fifth anniversary and under the umbrella of activities organised as part of
the Tagore Universe project, the Kathak Kendra Group from New Delhi performed Ritu Rang (Seasons)
with choreography by Geetanjali Lal based on poems written by Rabindranath Tagore.
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2.5. BOOK PRESENTATIONS
LA PARED DE AGUA: ANTOLOGÍA DE POESÍA BENGALÍ CONTEMPORÁNEA
(The Water Wall: an Anthology of Contemporary Bengali Poetry)
Translations by Subhro Bandopadhyay and Violeta Medina
This anthology, translated directly from Bengali to Castilian Spanish, represents the works of forty one
Bengali poets dating from the 1950’s to the present day. Most of the poets are from Kolkata, Nobel
Prize winner Rabindranath Tagore’s home town. The poets included in the anthology were selected by a
committee that was made up of Indian national poetry awards winners, academics and literary editors,
amongst others. Casa de la India participated in the following presentations of the book:
6th of May, Valladolid International Book Fair
Guillermo Rodríguez (Director of Casa de la India), Violeta Medina (poet and co-translator for this
anthology being adaptated to Castilian Spanish), Jesús Bárez (Councillor for Culture, Soria City Council)
and Sangeeta Datta (film director) took part in the presentation.
11th of May, Casa Asia, madrid
Marifé Santiago Bolaños, writer and phlosopher, Guillermo Rodríguez, Director of Casa de la India,
and Violeta Medina, poet, participated in the presentation. Eva Borreguero, Director of Educational
Programmes at Casa Asia introduced the event.
11th of October, Aula Magna in the Faculty of Philology of the University of Salamanca
Shankha Ghosh, Alokeranjan Dasgupta, Subhro Bandopadhyay, Guillermo Rodríguez and Violeta Medina
participated.

TOCANDO EL CIELO (Touching the Sky), by ASHA MIRÓ
6th of May, Valladolid International Book Fair
A tribute to human beings through the lives of 24 men and women of our time, young and old, who
with courage and ambition have managed to achieve success at one time in their lives. The book was
presented by the author, Asha Miró.

COCINA AYURVÉDICA, EL ALIMENTO DE LOS DIOSES; 72 RECETAS
(Ayurvedic Cookery, the Food of the Gods: 72 Recipes) by MANJULA BALAKRISHNAN
24th of June, Casa de la India
Ayurveda, the system of Indian traditional medicine, is over 3,000 years old and still remains in force
today. About 75% of the Indian population relies on this school of medicine, which in turn has given birth
to a culinary tradition whose main objective is to relieve any type of ailment, alleviate the symptoms
and, in general, provide a completely healthy and nutritious diet that re-establishes the harmony of the
body’s internal systems and is still tasty. Author Manjula Balakrishnan presented her book at Casa de la
India with Enrique Gallud, writer and indologist.
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3. EDUCATION
One of the objectives of Casa de la India is to encourage the understanding of the multiculturality,
diversity and complexity of India as relevant to traditional, historical and contemporary aspects
of the country. In order to do this Casa de la India regularly organises conferences and courses, in
collaboration with other institutions, that cover a wide range of topics from language, performing arts
and music, cultural and social issues, spirituality, religion to economics, commerce and international
relations in the modern day. As well as these activities aimed at the general public, Casa de la India
also offers didactic programmes designed for students in primary, secondary, upper secondary, and
university education.
By means of various educational initiatives, Casa de la India therefore, hopes to instigate programmes
for institutional cooperation and collaborations between universities, research centres, cultural centres,
professionals, experts and academics, and the public administrations of Spain and India.

3.1. COURSES
3.1.1. HINDI COURSES
Under the agreement between the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR) and the University of
Valladolid, Casa de la India has collaborated with the General Foundation and the Language Centre
of the University of Valladolid to organise regular Hindi courses at various levels. The courses are
recognised by the University and are given by a native professor on secondment to Spain through the
ICCR. Professor Shrish Chandra Jaswal from the Central Institute of Hindi, New Delhi, took over as
the Chair of Hindi at the University of Valladolid at the beginning of the new academic year
in the autumn of 2010. The University of Valladolid Language Centre offers these courses to
university students and members of the general public interested in learning one of the most
important languages in the world and in learning more about Indian culture. An average of
fifteen students per group attended classes given by Professor Jaswal at the following different
levels:
Advanced Level (60 hours): 1st of September 2010 – 4th of May 2011.
Beginner’s Level II (60 hours): 7th of February 2011 – 30th of May 2011.
• Introduction to functional Hindi: intensive Hindi language course
(30 hours): 4th of July 2011 – 28th of July 2011.
• Beginner’s Level I (120 hours): 12th of September 2011 – 31st of May 2012.
• Intermediate Level (120 hours): 13th of September 2011 – 1st of June 2012.
•
•

3.1.2. KALASANGAM – PERMANENT PERFORMING ARTS AND MUSIC SEMINAR
This permanent performing arts seminar offers training in Indian dance, theatre and music for
professionals, students and Indophiles. The theoretical-practical nature of the Kalasangam courses
allows the students the opportunity to become familiar with the essentials of obtaining a base in Indian
performing arts and music and to be able to embark on further study in any of the dance and music
disciplines that have been offered. Indian aesthetic theories, as well as other aspects of Indian culture,
such as philosophy, religion or history, complement the practical classes, helping to better understand,
practice and enjoy these arts. In 2011, the seminar included regular courses, master classes, intensive
workshops, conferences and demonstrations given by the various professional artists invited to
participate, some of whom also performed at Casa de la India.
PERFORMING ARTS SEMINAR: REGULAR COURSES AND MASTER CLASES IN VALLADOLID
The Performing Arts Seminar included regular courses covering various dance and theatre styles,
theoretical and practical master classes and intensive workshops given by the various guest artists
and masters who were invited to Casa de la India over the academic year. On the 18th of June, Casa de
la India organised an end of year demonstration by the Kalasangam students as well as a presentation
of the summer courses in India.
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Bharata Natyam Classical Dance Course (Level I), 16th of October 2010 – 18th of June 2011.
Given by Mónica de la Fuente.
• Bharata Natyam Classical Dance Course (Level II), 16th of October 2010 – 18th of June 2011.
Given by Mónica de la Fuente.
• Bharata Natyam Classical Dance Course (for children aged 7 to 12),
16th of October 2010 – 18th of June 2011. Given by Mónica de la Fuente.
• Kathak Classical Dance Course, 17th of November 2010 – 23rd of February 2011.
Given by Carmen Mar Cañas.
• Bollywood and Bhangra Dance Master Class, 17th of April. Given by Sunny Singh.
• Uday Shankar Style of Contemporary Choreography and Dance Master Class, 14th of May,
LAVA Theatre. Given by Tanusree Shankar.
• Mohiniyattam Classical Dance of Kerala Intensive Course, 22nd of May. Given by Eugenia Carrillo.
• Kathak Classical Dance Master Class, 12th of November. Given by the Kathak Kendra Group of New
Delhi and Geetanjali Lal. With the collaboration of the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR).
•

KALASANGAM IN INDIA, INTENSIVE COURSE
18th of December 2011 - 4th of January 2012, Thiruvananthapuram
The intensive Kalasangam course in performing arts, music and yoga in India, first held in the summer of
2010, is a pioneering training programme, held over three weeks in Thiruvananthapuram, the capital of
Kerala. It is aimed at Spanish students and professionals keen to deepen their knowledge of the culture
and performing arts at the hands of some of the best masters in India and is supplemented with field
visits to schools as well as historical and cultural landmarks.
The course programme in this it’s second edition, comprised lectures, seminars and practical classes
of Kathakali Theatre, Kalarippayat martial arts, Bharata Natyam classical dance, Carnatic song, yoga
and ayurveda. Thus the course gave the students a unique opportunity to gain theoretical and practical
awareness by immersing themselves in the centuries-old traditions and performing arts of South India.

3.2. ACADEMIC MEETINGS, SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES
3.2.1. SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES AT CASA DE LA INDIA
INTENSIVE COURSE IN ARCHITECTURE, HERITAGE AND SUSTAINABLE URBAN DEVELOPMENT
IN EUROPE AND INDIA
27th and 28th of April
The objective of this intensive course, aimed at students and professionals, was to bring together
experts in urban development, architects, professors, municipal representatives, NGOs, companies, civic
organisations, and academic and research institutions from Europe, Spain and India in order to debate,
analyse and cooperate in urban planning and development with special focus on historic city centres,
heritage, architecture and sustainable urban development.
It also served to strengthen relations and Spanish participation with India in municipalities and schools
of architecture, with greater emphasis on the areas of cultural heritage, social inclusion, knowledge
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and training, sustainable development and the environment, and urban management. The course was
organized by Casa de la India and the Centro Buendía of the University of Valladolid in collaboration with
Valladolid City Council, the Embassy of India in Spain, Ahmedabad Municipal Council and the EuroIndia
Centre and had the support of the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation of Spain through
AECID. Participants from India included Debasish Nayak, Director of the Department of Cultural Heritage
of the Ahmedabad Municipal Council, Rajan U. Rawal, Professor and Head of Department of CEPT
(Centre for Environmental Planning and Technology), University of Ahmedabad, and Jay R. Thakkar,
Professor and Head of Research at the Design Innovation and Craft Resource Centre, CEPT University
of Ahmedabad.

THEORETICAL - PRACTICAL SEMINAR ON AYURVEDA
16th, 25th and 26th of June, Casa de la India
Organised by Casa de la India, Mirian de la Fuente, postgraduate in Ayurvedic Medicine from Pune, India,
gave a 16 hour theoretical – practical seminar on ayurveda. The course was divided into the following
complementary modules:
INTRODUCTION: "INTRODUCTION TO AYURVEDA – MEDICINE FOR YESTERDAY AND TODAY", 16th of June.
LECTURE: "TENETS AND HISTORY OF AYURVEDA", 25th of June.
ASSESSMENT WORKSHOP – DEFINE STUDENTS CONSTITUTION TYPES, 25th of June.
LECTURE: "DAILY AND SEASONAL ROUTINES", 25th of June.
LECTURE: "AYURVEDA AND NUTRITION", 26th of June.

TAGORE IN SPAIN CONFERENCE
2nd - 4th of October
The Tagore in Spain conference took place from the 2nd to the 4th of October at the University of Valladolid
and Casa de la India as part of the activities organized for the Tagore Universe project to commemorate
the 150th birth anniversary of the Bengali poet. The aim of this conference was to raise awareness of
Rabindranath Tagore in his multiple facets and areas of study: his literature, analysis of his translations,
films based on his novels, his music, dance, etc.
In the lectures that formed part of this conference, which took place at the University of Valladolid and
at Casa de la India for students and the general public, specialists from several European countries,
the USA and India analysed the different facets of Tagore and his reception in Spain and worldwide.
LECTURE: "TAGORE AND GANDHI", 2nd of October
In commemoration of Mahatma Gandhi’s birth anniversary and acknowledgment of the International
Day of Non-Violence. Given by Prabodh Parikh, art expert, philosopher and poet. Professor in the
Department of International Art, Literature and Culture at the Whistling Woods International Film
Institute, Mumbay, India.
INAUGURAL LECTURE: "THE RECEPTION OF TAGORE IN THE HISPANIC WORLD", 3rd of October
Given by S.P. Ganguly, Professor at the Centre for Spanish Studies, Jawarlahal Nehru University, India.
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION: "TRANSLATING TAGORE", 4th of October
With William Radice, British writer and translator and S.P. Ganguly, Professor at the Centre for Spanish
Studies, Jawarlahal Nehru University, India.
LECTURE: "THE PAINTINGS OF TAGORE", 4th of October
Given by Prabodh Parikh, art expert, philosopher and poet. Professor in the Department of International
Art, Literature and Culture at the Whistling Woods International Film Institute, Mumbay, India.
LECTURE: "TAGORE AND CINEMA", 4th of October
Given by Indranil Chakravarty, Professor of History of Cinema at the Whistling Woods International Film
Institute, Mumbay, India.
LECTURE-DANCE DEMONSTRATION: "DANCING TO/WITH TAGORE", 4th of October
Given by Ananya Chatterjee, Director of the Dance Programme and Professor of Theatre Arts and Dance
at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, USA, accompanied with live music from Paramita Biswas
(vocals).
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3.2.2. LECTURE SERIES
LECTURE SERIES ON INDIAN INDEPENDENCE
4th of February - 10th of March
The following lectures were organised by and held at Casa de la India to accompany the exhibition
History in the Making: the Visual Archives of Kulwant Roy, 1930 - 1960:
"INDIA MID XXTH CENTURY. GREAT HOPES, DIFFICULT TIMES", 4th of February
Given by Rubén Campos, Professor of International Relations, Complutense University, Madrid.
"THE OTHER INDEPENDENCE LEADERS", 25th of February
Given by Bernat Masferrer, Graduate in History from the University of Madras, India.
"THE INTEGRATION OF THE PRINCIPALITIES IN THE UNION OF INDIA", 10th of March
Given by Eva Borreguero, Director of Educational Programmes, Casa Asia.

LECTURES SERIES: "TAGORE’S UNIVERSES"
5th of May to 9th of June
During the month of May and coinciding with the commemoration of Rabindranath Tagore’s 150th birth
anniversary, Casa de la India and the Indology Institute of Madrid organised this series of lectures whereby
various experts introduced the audience to the many facets of the acclaimed writer and versatile artist:
"TAGORE, EDUCATOR, FOUNDER OF THE FIRST NEW SANTINIKETAN SCHOOL", 5th of May
Given by José Paz, University of Ourense, Galicia.
"TAGORE IN HIS STORIES: AN UNCOMFORTABLE AUTHOR", 12th of May
Given by Pedro Carrero Eras, University of Alcalá de Henares, Madrid.
"TAGORE, THE PAINTER", 19th of May
Given by Jayant Khobragade, Embassy of India in Spain.
"THE RECEPTION OF TAGORE IN SPAIN, 26th of May
Given by Enrique Gallud, University of Alfonso X El Sabio, Madrid.
"LYRICAL AND DRAMATIC SPACE IN THE THEATRE OF TAGORE", 2nd of June
Given by Enrique Gavilán, University of Valladolid.
"TAGORE AND THE MOTHER-TONGUE", 9th of June
Rahul Peter Das, University of Martin Luther, Halle-Wittenberg, Germany.

LECTURES ON WOMEN
The following lectures were organised in Casa de la India to accompany the Handicrafts and Traditional
Design Projects by Women in Rural India Financed with Microcredit exhibition:
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"WOMEN IN INDIA", 17th of November
Given by Suryakanthi Tripathi, ex-Ambassador of India to Spain.
"THE REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN IN INDIA: HISTORICAL IMAGES", 15th of December
Given by Ana García-Arroyo, author and professor, University of Rovira i Virgili, Tarragona, Spain.

OTHER LECTURES
"THE RAMAYANA AND INDIAN PERFORMING ARTS", 24th of March. Given by Claudio Casero, Professor,
School of Dramatic Arts of Castilla and Leon, and Mónica de la Fuente, professional actress and dancer.
"MYSTICISM AND DEVOTION IN RABINDRANATH TAGORE’S GITANJALI (SONG OFFERINGS)", 7th of
October. Given by Olivia Cáttedra, graduate in Oriental Studies from the University del Salvador, Buenos
Aires, Argentina (1979), Doctor in Indian Philosophy (1990) and Researcher at National Scientific and
Technical Research Council of Argentina.
"KRIYA YOGA & KARMA YOGA", 21st of October
Given by Harold Sequeira, founder of the Association for Classical Yoga of Mumbai, India.

3.2.3. ACTIVITITES WITH OTHER INSTITUTIONS
ACADEMIC COOPERATION BETWEEN THE UNIVERSITY OF VALLADOLID AND INDIAN INSTITUTIONS
MOU for cooperation between the University of Valladolid
and the University of Ahmedabad.
The President of the University of Ahmedabad, Prafull Anubhai, visited Casa de la India and the Univesity
of Valladolid on the 8th of June 2011 to consolidate and promote the institutional exchanges between
the two universities which began in 2010 and to sign a MOU for Cooperation which contemplates joint
research projects and academic programmes in various areas of study. One of the memorandum’s
specific objectives is to start the joint Master in Arquitecture, Restoration and Professional and
Corporate Heritage management.
Collaboration for the launch of the Official Master in Indian Studies
at the University of Valladolid.
The Embassy of India and Casa de la India’s interest in promoting postgraduate studies about India in
Spain has been reinforced by the government of India through the Indian Council for Cultural Relations
(ICCR) in their support of new initiatives to increase the number of graduate courses for studies on
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India. This offer has so far has been very limited in Spain, but Casa de la India through initiatives such
as the successful I Academic Meeting on Indian Studies in Spain held in 2010 is working to remedy the
situation. Casa de la India, more recently, has helped to lay the groundwork for an agreement between
the University of Valladolid, the Embassy of India, and the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR)
for the launching of an Official Master’s degree in Indian Studies covering business and cultural aspects
with professors from India.

INFORMATIVE SESSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION IN INDIA
20th of January, Madrid
The University.es Foundation in collaboration with Casa de la India, the Cervantes Institute and other bodies,
organised an informative session on higher education in India aimed at Spanish universities. The seminar
was held at University of Rey Juan Carlos Foundation and the speakers, amongst others, included, Guillermo
Rodriguez, Director of Casa de la India, Oscar Pujol, Director of the Cervantes Institute in New Delhi, Ashish
Sinha, Counsellor for Culture of the Embassy of India in Spain, and Duleep Deosthale, Vice-president of
Manipal International Uni versity. The main objective of this session designed for representatives of Spanish
Universities that were planning to attend the First Spanish Universities’ Fair in India (19th to the 20th of
February 2011 in the Cervantes Institute in New Delhi), was to inform them of the characteristics of the
Indian educational system and the possibilities and opportunities of attracting Indian students to Spain.

LECTURE AT THE I FLAMENCO AND SOUTH INDIAN DANCE MEETING
25th of April, Seville
The Director of Casa de la India was invited to give a lecture on "India in Spain" during the I Flamenco
and South Indian Dance Meeting which was organised and held on the 25th of April at the Flamenco
Dance Museum in Seville. Participants at the meeting included experts from various countries as well as
distinguished artists such as the Indian dancer Rajika Puri, resident of New York, who discussed, often with
the aid of practical demonstrations, the connection between Spain and India through flamenco and dance.

3.3. ESCUELA DE LA INDIA
The Escuela de la India (India School), organised by Casa de la India with the support of the Spanish
Agency for International Cooperation for Development (AECID), is a regular educational programme
about India based on diversity and multicultural learning. It presents different aspects of traditional
and contemporary India through educational and artistic activities and games (interactive dynamics,
the reading of texts, plastic and traditional arts, audiovisual activities, music, dance, theatre, etc.).
The Escuela de la India is, therefore, an educational initiative which promotes intercultural dialogue
and offers a point of contact between the two cultures, inspired by the comprehensive educational
theories and practices propounded by Rabindranath Tagore. Tagore, a fervent advocate of dialogue
between cultures and peoples, and convinced that East and West could understand each other, made
great efforts to achieve a rapprochement between western civilizations and India. As an educational
reformer he founded the Viswa-Bharati University, Santiniketan , the "abode of peace". In his vision
of education he sought the enrichment of the person in harmony with their environment and with the
universe to become a multidimensional "whole man", uniting rational and spiritual capacities, since for
him "progress is the free expression of human personality in harmony with life".
With this Tagorean educational ideology, and coinciding with the 150th anniversary of the birth of the Bengali
genius, Casa de la India in 2011 also wanted to pay tribute to this great humanist through its educational
project, Escuela de la India. A full program of activities was offered providing an intercultural meeting space
where participants could express themselves in different ways, artistically, socially and culturally, creating a
dialogue with India and Tagore as a resource for learning, teaching and intercultural exchange.
The Escuela de la India educational programme offers cultural weeks, intercultural days, seminars,
meetings, workshops, didactic concerts and performances, special celebrations and intercultural
evenings dedicated to India. The team of professionals who organise, design, and carry out the activities,
as well as the guest lecturers and artists comprises Indian and Spanish experts with ample experience
in multicultural education and cooperation as a means to development. The Escuela de la India presents
proposals of its activities directly to educational centres, offering customised programmes which are
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flexible and can be easily adapted to the needs of an individual centre in terms of context, areas of
interest, space or type of participant. These activities have taken place in the educational centres
themselves where requested, or at Casa de la India in calle Puente Colgante 13 in Valladolid.
During 2011, the Escuela de la India has undertaken one cultural week, eighteen cultural days, seven
special celebrations, eleven guided visits of Casa de la India with workshops and various workshops for
children. Feedback from the centres, and the approximately three thousand students who participated
in the activities organised, has been very positive. The educational programme in 2011 operated in the
following five areas:

3.3.1. CULTURAL WEEKS
INDIAN CULTURAL WEEK, CONDESA EYLO ALFONSO SECONDARY SCHOOL, VALLADOLID, 31st of
January to 4th of February
The Escuela de la India’s cultural weeks cover different topics related to traditional and contemporary
India to help give an idea of the multicultural and multi-religious aspects of this huge country where
different cultures and religions exist side by side. The artistic demonstrations that also form part of the
activities give the students a glimpse of Indian aesthetic traditions as well Indian culture, religion and
history - thus giving the students the basic tools necessary to be able to understand, practice and enjoy
Indian arts.

3.3.2. CULTURAL DAYS
The aim of these days was to offer an introduction to Indian culture by portraying different cultural,
artistic and everyday aspects of life in India, from an intercultural perspective. These days are in effect
a synthesis of the activities carried out in the cultural weeks concentrating on the following areas of
special interest:
Performing arts in India.
Customs and ways of life in India.
• Great world religions to encourage tolerance.
• Introduction to Indian music.
• Ayurveda natural medicine.
• Relaxation exercises and asanas.
• Plastic and traditional arts and literature in India.
• Traditional Indian games.
• Music and musical instruments.
• Cooperation and education.
•
•

In 2011, cultural days were organised in the following centres:
Joaquín Díaz Infants and Primary School Valladolid, 20th of January
Condesa Eylo Alfonso Secondary School (Rosa Chacel), Valladolid, 21st of January
• Ferrari Secondary School, Valladolid, 25th of January
• Clínico Hospital Psychiatric Day Centre, Valladolid, 10th of February
• Occupational Centre, City Council of Valladolid, 11th of February
• Valladolid County Council, Department of Education and Culture, 15th, 16th, 17th of February
• Profesor Tierno Galván Infants and Primary School, Valladolid, 21st, 22nd, 23rd of February
• Rondilla Centre for Social Action, City Council of Valladolid, 8th of March
• Rondilla Centre for Social Action, City Council of Valladolid, 28th, 30th of March, 13th of April
• Profesor Tierno Galván Infants and Primary School, Valladolid, 14th, 15th, 16th of March
• Salamanca Conservatory of Music, 16th of March
• La Luz Association, Valladolid, 23rd of May
• Yoga Group, Valladolid, 21st of June
• Rosario Pereda Infants and Primary School, Viana de Cega, Valladolid, 22nd of June
• José Jiménez Lozano Secondary School, Valladolid, 25th and 26th of October
• Spanish National Organization of the Blind (ONCE), Valladolid, 28th of October
• La Merced Secondary School, Valladolid, 3rd of November
• María Escobar Infants and Primary School, Valladolid, 2nd of December
•
•
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3.3.3. WORKSHOPS FOR CHILDREN
HANUMAN
26th of March
This workshop, held at Casa de la India, started with a screening of the animated film Hanuman, based
on the epic story of the Ramayana, and was followed by a creative workshop about Indian mythological
stories in mime theatre. 30 children aged between 7 and 12 took part in this workshop.

INDIAN PERFORMING ARTS
28th, 30th of March, 13th of April
This workshop was aimed at children between 3 and 12 years old, belonging to the Rondilla Centre
for Social Action (City Council of Valladolid) and was part of the project "Let’s meet after class".
Movement and Indian dance were the focus of this workshop as a means to creatively explore the
relationship between music, gesture and dance, through games, songs, story-telling and physical
theatre.

3.3.4. SPECIAL CELEBRATIONS
SCHOOL DAY OF NON-VIOLENCE AND PEACE
25th and 29th of January
In celebration of the School Day of Non-violence and Peace which coincides with the death
anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi (30th of January, 1947), Casa de la India through its educational
project, Escuela de la India, organised two intercultural days on the 25th and 29th of January.
The events were organised in collaboration with the students of the vocational training course
for Socio-cultural Coordination of the Emilio Ferrari Secondary School. On the 25th of January
events were organised in many of the city’s educational centres to make primary school
students aware of the life and message of Mahatma Gandhi through the workshop "Getting to
know India, discovering Gandhi" as well as other less controlled activities.
The educational centres in Valladolid that participated in this event were:
Miguel de Cervantes Infants and Primary School
Pablo Picasso Infants and Primary School
• León Felipe Infants and Primary School
• Gabriel y Galán Infants and Primary School
• Miguel Iscar Infants and Primary School
• José Mª Gutierrez del Castillo Infants and Primary School
• Francisco Quevedo y Villegas Infants and Primary School
• Gonzalo de Córdoba Infants and Primary School
• Ignacio Martín Baró Infants and Primary School
• Cardenal Mendoza Infants and Primary School
• Fray Luís de León Infants and Primary School
• Macías Picavea Infants and Primary School
•
•

On the 29th of January, and as part of the celebration of the School Day of Non-violence and Peace Casa
de la India hosted an intercultural day for children and the general public.

INDIAN DANCE IN THE VI INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATION
29th of March
The VI International Congress on Psychology and Education (of the National Association of Psychology
and Education) and the 3rd National Congress on Educational Psychology of the Spanish General
Assembly of Psychologists were celebrated together in Valladolid from the 29th of March to the 1st of
April. The Escuela de la India was invited to participate with a performance by classical Bharata Natyam
dancer Mónica de la Fuente of Tagore’s poetry set to dance.
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44TH VALLADOLID INTERNATIONAL BOOK FAIR
150TH BIRTH ANNIVERSARY OF RABINDRANATH TAGORE
6th and 7th May
On the occasion of the birth Anniversary of the Rabindranath Tagore, the 44th Valladolid International
Book Fair and Casa de la India through its educational programme Escuela de la India offered a special
series of events in honour of the Indian poet. The programme included the presentation of the book
Tocando el Cielo (Touching the Sky) by Asha Miró; two workshops on Indian culture titled "The School
of the Poet: Discovering India". aimed at children of all ages and families, and "Rangolis of my land"
and "Manisha and the Wishing Rangoli" given by Asha Miró and a concert of Indian music by Nantha
Kumar and Ido Segal. The Book Fair also programmed the lecture "The Soul of India" by the writer
Ramiro Calle.

NIGHT AND DAY OF MUSEUMS
14th and 18th May
On the 14th of May Valladolid celebrated the "European Night of Museums", an initiative which
began in Berlin in 1997 and is now celebrated in over 120 cities in Europe and the 18th of May
Valladolid saw the celebration of the 34th "International Museum Day". Together, known as the
"night and day of museums", and in celebration of its eighth edition in Valladolid, the city’s
museums remained open until one in the morning. Casa de la India gave guided tours of the
centre and the current exhibition as well as the opportunity to participate in workshops about
Indian culture.
The following activities were offered to the public that visited during these days:
visit of the Exhibition of Photographs by Subhrajit Basu coproduced by Casa de la India
and Casa Asia. This exhibition comprised around 33 large format photographs selected from over a
thousand black and white and colour images chosen because they emphasized the outstanding and
original qualities of their production, something which also helped Basu to win the National Geographic
Society’s International Photography Contest in 2008.

• Guided

•

 ibrary visit – workshop "Discovering Rabindranath Tagore". Through dynamics and literary
L
demonstrations, this activity promoted the literary works of Rabindranath Tagore as an example and
model of the versatile multifaceted personality of the author who developed his work and ideas in
various fields of creative expression.

• Visit

of the Casa de la India garden in the workshop "A Little Corner of Ahmedabad".

photographic essays by Subhrajit Basu were reproduced in video format, India and Kumbha
Mehla, one of the most unusual Indian festival which brings together over fifty million Hindu pilgrims
from all over India.

• Two

PRESENTATION OF THE ESCUELA DE LA INDIA’S EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME,
2011-2012 ACADEMIC YEAR
15th of September
With the aim of publicising the educational programmes offered by Casa de la India, teachers and
representatives of educational centres from city and county of Valladolid were invited to a presentation
by the Escuela de la India at the Casa de la India centre on the 15th of September.
During this event, a brief overview of Rabindranath Tagore’s educational theories was given and the
Escuela de la India team of education professionals and teachers presented the projects of the previous
year. A range of fun activities based on the ancient and multicultural aspects of Indian society were
presented for the 2011-2012 academic year. The aim of this educational programme is to widen the
range of intercultural awareness and to encourage communication and understanding between people
of different cultures.
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ESCUELA DE LA INDIA IN AN NDTV DOCUMENTARY
29th of September
During the Tagore in Spain conference in tribute to Rabindranath Tagore, which was held from the 2nd
to the 4th of October at Casa de la India and the University of Valladolid, a technical team from NDTV,
one of India’s major TV channels with over 50 million viewers, was on the scene to record the event.
The New Delhi Television channel wanted to produce a documentary to transmit these days of tribute
to Tagore in Spain throughout India via its program India Matters. The Condesa Eylo Secondary School
choir, which has collaborated with the Escuela de la India educational project for the last six years, sang
two songs written by Tagore. The choir has also sung at the various celebrations of the School Day of
Peace and Non-violence in the Peace Park in Valladolid. Visiting Bengali student Totan Kundu, student
at Santiniketan founded by Tagore, accompanied the choir in the recital which took place in the haveli
garden of Casa de la India. This was a unique opportunity to showcase Casa de la India as a cultural
meeting point between Spain and India on a programme so broadly distributed in India.

INTERCULTURAL EDUCATIONAL DAY FOR THE DIDACTIC DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF VALLADOLID
25th of October
As part of the "Intercultural Education" module of the Primary Education degree of the Didactic
Department of Social and Experimental Sciences of the Faculty of Education and Social Work of the
University of Valladolid Escuela de la India organised an intercultural day at Casa de la India. Making the
most of the activities organised throughout 2011 during this year declared as the "Year of Tagore" by
UNESCO, Escuela de la India introduced the students to this great Indian educator, humanist and writer.
The Escuela de la India team also introduced the students to the different activities they carry out,
following some of Tagore’s most important educational and didactic principles, through the workshop
"The School of the Poet".

3.3.5. GUIDED CULTURAL VISITS OF CASA DE LA INDIA
The aim of this programme is encourage schoolchildren to get to know Casa de la India via a programme
of visits and workshops at Casa de la India. The visits and workshops are catered to each group of
students and allow them direct contact with Indian culture. The visits include a guided tour of the
building, taking advantage of any exhibitions that are being held at the time to help explain different
aspects of Indian culture. In 2011, the following visits and intercultural days took place:
GUIDED VISITS OF the EXHIBITION Lila, a story about Rama, 17th of March to 14th of April.
This exhibition was based on the result of the cultural collaboration and cooperation between Spain
and India for the theatre project Lila, a Story about Rama inspired by the Ramayana and developed in
Trichur, Kerala, in December 2010 as part of the International Theatre Festival Kerala (ITFOK).
Lila, a Story about Rama was above all an informative exhibition about this intercultural and
interdisciplinary theatre project and invited the visitor to take a short yet intense tour of the collaborative
work between Spanish and Indian artists whilst in Trichur, considered to be the cultural capital of Kerala.
The exhibition comprised different areas relevant to the project’s development: video, photography,
sketches, music, sound, costumes and other assorted props helped to show the stages of progress in
the workshops given to the students of the University of Calicut Theatre School, the stage design and
decoration process for the theatre production of Lila, a Story about Rama for the International Theatre
Festival of Kerala, one area was dedicated to the personal experiences of participants from both countries
as they worked together in the admirable, complex and special environment of Kerala. The exhibition was
divided into the following areas: an introduction which outlined the project, the aim and content of the
workshops, the literary adaptation of the epic Ramayana and the creative process involved.
The following groups from Valladolid enjoyed guided visits to this exhibition:
Compañía de Mª La Enseñanza Infants and Primary School, 22nd of March
Neighbourhood Assoiation for Women of the Belén suburb, 23rd of March
• Anunciata Sagrado Corazón School, 24th, 28th and 30th of March
• Parque Alameda Infants and Primary School, 25th of March
• Pablo Picasso Parents Association, 29th of March
•
•
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Emilio Ferrari Secondary School, 1st of April
Pajarillos Centre for Social Action. Day Centre for the mentally handicapped, 6th of April
• Valladolid County Council. Department of Education and Culture, 11th of April
•
•

HISTORY IN THE MAKING: THE VISUAL ARCHIVES OF KULWANT ROY, 1930 - 1960, 28th of January
– 11th of March.
This exhibition comprised images from the recently discovered collection of photographs taken by
Indian photo-journalist Kulwant Roy, who painstakingly captured some of the events that led to Indian
Independence from the 1930s to the 1960s.
The images are often considered to be naïve representations of the events and characters but this
exhibition showed that even the official face of an event can have more than one version. Interlaced
with details about Roy’s life, the archive records well known stories as well as more ordinary ones of
the era. The collection also includes a small number of photographs of an "exotic" India taken by Roy,
who travelled around the world for three years making a living from selling his own pictures of India,
selecting those that he thought would appeal more to western tastes.
The following groups enjoyed guided visits to this exhibition:
Cigales Secondary School, Valladolid, 8th of February
• La Merced Women’s Cultural Association, Olmedo, 9th of March
• Parquesol Secondary School, Valladolid, 11th of March

•

3.4. SCHOLARSHIP AND INTERNSHIP PROGRAMMES IN INDIA
SCHOLARSHIPS FROM THE INDIAN COUNCIL FOR CULTURAL RELATIONS (ICCR)
OF THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
Casa de la India collaborated in publicising and informing interested parties of the scholarships offered
by the Government of India, via the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR). The scholarships
were part of the academic year 2010-2011 Programme for Cultural Exchange between India and Spain.
The scholarships are aimed at Spanish students wishing to undertake graduate or postgraduate studies,
or investigation in Indian Universities and Educational Institutions.

FARO GLOBAL 2011 GRANTS PROGRAMME FOR WORK EXPERIENCE IN INDIA
The FARO Global grants programme is a project managed by the Spanish Ministry of Education that
encourages University students to take advantage of work experience opportunities in companies in
Europe, Asia, North America and Canada. The programme is open to all students in their final years of
undergraduate studies in all Spanish universities and aims to give these students a chance for better
employment prospects thanks to their improved skills and abilities. In 2011, the agreement between Casa
de la India and the FUNGE meant that a total of 16 students undertook their work experience in India.
Feedback showed a high rating of satisfaction by both students and participating companies.
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4. LIBRARY
Casa de la India’s library specialises in information about India. On the one hand, the library’s function is
one of support for Casa de la India’s educational and cultural activities, and, on the other, to encourage
public access and use of the materials available. Similarly, as a specialised resource centre, its aim is to
serve as a forum for university members and researchers at a national level.
The library collection specializes in India and comprises printed books, magazines, audiovisual (DVD,
CD, VCD) and multimedia (CD-ROM) materials. Although most of the resources are in English, there is
a growing Spanish collection and there are also materials in various Indian languages such as Hindi,
Bengali and Malayalam. Library members have access to films, documentaries, music and books - fiction
(novels, poetry and plays) and non-fiction - organised by subject, philosophy, religion, society, politics,
economy, travel, history and art, to name a few.
During 2011, as in 2010, the library continued its overall acquisitions policy with the aim of increasing
the number of resources available in Spanish. The library also received a considerable donation from
the Martin Luther University of Halle-Wittenberg, Germany comprising over six hundred books and
magazines including material on politics, religion, literature and arte in English, German, French, Russian
and various Indian languages. The collection includes old editions that are not available in Spain.
The Casa de la India library catalogue remains an integrated part of the Castilla and León Libraries
network catalogue. The lending policy means that a person can borrow two books and one CD, DVD
or CD-ROM at any one time. The lending period for books is 15 days and for audiovisual or multimedia
material, 7 days. Library users can now not only consult the catalogue (http://rabel.jcyl.es), but they can
also reserve and renew resources on-line.
The Casa de la India library is open to the public from Monday to Friday (except public holidays) from
10:00 to 14:00 and from 17:00 to 20:00 and can be accessed with either of the following two types of
membership:
•

 embership of the Castilla and León Libraries network (Bibliotecas de Castilla y León). This card can
M
be obtained from any of the libraries that form part of the RABEL (Red de Bibliotecas de Castilla y
León) network and must be shown in order to borrow any library resource.

•

As an Amigo of Casa de la India. This card must be shown in order to use the library or Haveli garden
reading and study areas. Amigos of Casa de la India can also benefit from other library services such
as narrowcasting (selective dissemination of information) and Wi-Fi.

In addition to its regular activities, in 2011 the library started the Rabindranath Tagore on-line book
club. The club suggests works on India for reading which can then be discussed on-line at http://
clubliterariorabindranathtagore.blogspot.com.
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5. COOPERATION AND ENTERPRISE
5.1. PARTICIPATION IN BUSINESS EVENTS
II INTERNATIONAL LOCAL ECONOMICS FORUM
18th of January
On the 18th of January Valladolid held the II International Local Economics Forum on "New Municipal
Strategies to Attract Investment". Organised by Valladolid City Council, in collaboration with Casa de
la India, the day’s objective was to identify new strategies to attract investment with speakers from
the United States, the United Kingdom and India. The Forum agenda included speeches and round
tables on the promotion of innovation and new strategies to attract investment in Valladolid and Spain.
Amongst the experts present was Anil K. Gupta, professor at the Indian Institute of Management in
Ahmedabad, founder of the Honey Bee Network for innovators and executive vice-president of the
National Innovation Foundation, India. Professor Gupta, in his conference titled "Creative Communities,
Innovative Individuals: harnessing imaginations of minds on the verge of yet another renaissance"
proposed the creation of a Community Platform for Innovation and Knowledge Management to promote
creativity in communities and imagination of individual minds.

V EUROINDIA CITY SUMMIT: "SMART, SUSTAINABLE AND INNOVATIVE CITIES"
13th -14th of October, Leuven, Belgium
After four successful Summits held in India (Goa, 2007 and 2008) and in Europe (Valladolid, Spain
2009 and Halle, Germany 2010), the EuroIndia Centre organised its fifth Summit in Leuven, Belgium,
on the 13th and 14th of October. Amongst the Spanish participants at the Summit were the Director of
Casa de la India, Guillermo Rodriguez, and the Secretary General of the Spain-India Council Foundation
and Director General of International Economic Relations and Energy Affairs of the Spanish Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation (MAEC), José Eugenio Salarich.
The Summit participants included Indian and European municipal and regional leaders, local investors,
companies, academic and research institutions, professionals and NGOs. A total of 140 participants
attended the Summit – 100 people from 10 different countries and 20 cities represented Europe and
40 people from 11 different states and 14 cities represented India. The main subjects discussed at this
years Summit were infrastructure, transport and sustainable urban development and innovation. The
Summit was opened by the Urban Development Minister for India, Kamal Nath who also presented the
first Environmentally Sustainable City Awards (ESCA) to the cities of Mysore (Karnataka) and Vijyawada
(Andhra Pradesh).
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5.2. COOPERATION AND SOCIETY
CONFERENCE "RURAL INDIA AND THE VICENTE FERRER FOUNDATION PROJECT"
12th of April, casa de la india
Sasi Kumar Cutty, one of the children of Anantapur who today works in the Vicente Ferrer Foundation
gave a conference at Casa de la India on the 12th of April on rural India and the work that is being carried
out by the Foundation. The conference formed part of a series of talks given all over Spain with the
intention of informing the public of the continuing work of the Vicente Ferrer Foundtion through the
experiences of Sasi Kumar Cutty. Sasi recounted his own real personal experience of the effect the
Foundation has on the most vulnerable communities of Anantapur.

JURY OF THE XIII COEXISTENCE AWARD
10th of June, Ceuta
The Director of Casa de la India was a member of the jury for the XIII edition of the Coexistence Award
of Ceuta which was announced in the city of Ceuta on the 10th of June.
The jury included representatives of various institutions dedicated to the promotion of cultural diversity
(Casa Asia, Casa Sefarad, Casa de la India etc.) voted unanimously to give the 2011 Coexistence Award to
the NGO SONRISAS DE BOMBAY for "the humanitarian work that this NGO carries out in emphasising
human dignity and always from equality". During the announcement it was also noted that Ceuta and
Mumbai share a similar role as providers of spaces for shelter and coexistence in diversity.
The group Bhakti gave an Indian dance and music performance as part of the award giving ceremony
which was celebrated on the 24th of September at the Revellín Theatre in Ceuta.

GLOBAL MICROCREDIT SUMMIT 2011
14th – 17th of November, Valladolid
Her Majesty Queen Sofia of Spain inaugurated the Global Microcredit Summit on the 14th of November.
Mohamed Yunus, the "father" of this type of loan, founder of the Grameen Bank and Nobel Peace Prize
winner in 2006 participated throughout the event which lasted until the 17th of November.
Within the framework of the Summit and as a parallel activity, Casa de la India organised the exhibition
"Handicrafts and Traditional Design Projects by Women in Rural India Financed with Microcredit".
The inauguration of the exhibition coincided with the celebration of Casa de la India’s 5th anniversary on
the 11th of November and was preceded by a conference given by Suryakanthi Tripathi, ex-Ambassador
of India to Spain, titled "Women in India". Present at the evening’s events were Secretary of State for
International Cooperation, Soraya Rodríguez, the Ambassador of India to Spain, Sunil Lal, the mayor
of Valladolid, Francisco Javier León de la Riva, and the Vice Chancellor of the University of Valladolid,
Marcos Sacristán Represa, amongst other guests. These events were made possible thanks to the
sponsorship received from the Spanish Agency for International Cooperation for Development (AECID)
and the collaboration of the Indian NGO ACCESS, the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR),
the University of Valladolid and the City Council of Valladolid.
The Summit activities were held at the Miguel Delibes Cultural Centre in Valladolid and as part of the
cultural programme organised there on November 16th, artists Mónica de la Fuente, Nantha Kumar, Ido
Segal, and Paramita Biswas gave a short Indian music and dance recital in the presence of Her Majesty
Queen Sofia.
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5.3. INTERNSHIP PROGRAMMES IN INDIA
FARO GLOBAL 2011 INTERNSHIP GRANTS PROGRAMME
The FARO Global grants programme is a project managed by the Spanish Ministry of Education that
encourages University students to take advantage of work experience opportunities in companies in
Europe, Asia, North America and Canada. The programme is open to all students in their final years of
undergraduate studies in all Spanish universities and aims to give these students a chance for better
employment prospects thanks to their improved skills and abilities.
The General Foundation of the University of Valladolid (FUNGE) has been running the FARO Global
grants programme since 2002. Aware of how the opportunities that this type of work experience, in a
quality company in a rapidly developing country like India, could benefit bilateral corporate relations
between Spain and India, Casa de la India began a collaboration with the FUNGE in 2010 with the
following responsibilities to the FARO programme:
•

 ctive diffusion and coordination of the FARO Global grants programme among companies and
A
institutions in India, with the aim of obtaining offers for work experience placements for approximately
7 months.

•

 o act as the link between the FUNGE and interested companies, Spanish and Indian, to resolve any
T
issues that arise.

•

 o provide consultancy services to the FARO Global management team for issues specifically related
T
to the grants programme, such as visas, lodging, etc.

•

 aintain an updated country file which includes travel suggestions, useful addresses, as well as other
M
information that may be useful to an intern living in India.

In 2011, the agreement between Casa de la India and the FUNGE meant that a total of 16 students
undertook their work experience in India. Feedback showed a high rating of satisfaction by both students
and participating companies.
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